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In 1964 a reconnaissance marine gravity survey was
conducted in the Solomon Islands by the Hawaii Institute
of Geophysics, University of Hawaii. In 1965 a more
detai led survey was conducted in the same area by the same
investigators,, In one particular area of the survey,
gravity anomalies obtained in 1 964 differed from those
obtained in 1965 by as much as 1 68 milligals. In other
areas where differences did occur, these were on the order
of 25 milligals. This thesis reports the investigation
carried out to determine the reason or reasons for the
large discrepancies. Navigational positions were checked;
the bathymetry obtained in 1964 was compared with other
be lyi try avai iaole; theEotvos correction was recalculated
with the corrected station position and better resolution;
and the gravity records were examined to determine if
large vertical accelerations of the measuring platform
could be the cause of the discrepancies. Some errors were
discovered, but the large differences could not be
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1 . MEASUREMENTS OF GRAVITY AT SEA
Reasons
Gravity is measured for a number of reasons, and the
results can be used by different branches of the scientific
field. For the geologist, aravity anomalies can helD in his
i nteroretat i on of the aeological structure of the earth in
a particular area; for those interested in geodesy, gravity
anomalies aid in determining the shaoe of the geoid; for
the aeoDhysicist enaaged in oetroleum exoloration, the
measurement of gravity has oroved to be a valuable tool for
reconnaissance exoloration.
A noma lies and Correct i ons
For aravity measured on land, corrections must be
aoolied to observed aravity in or^er to reduce it to the
value which would be observed on a oerfectly uniform
SDheroid. This spheroid is completely smooth with the
vertical distribution of density everywhere the same. The
free-air correction is aDDlied to correct the observed
aravity to that which would be observed at sea level. It
is a oositive correction for gravity observations made
above sea level. The Bouauer correction takes into account
the attraction of the rock material between sea level and
the position at which gravity is measured at some elevation
above sea level. It is a negative correction in that it is
designed to remove the rock material between the gravity
station and sea level. The topoqraDhic correction takes
into account the attraction of any material higher than the
gravity station and of material which would be needed to
fill any hollows below in order to construct a level earth.
(Dobrin, I960). The toooqraohic correction is always added
to the observe^ gravity. There is still another correction,
the isostatic correction, which may be applied; it
usua My is omi tted.
At sea, the correction to observed values is somewhat
different. Since measurements at sea are made essentially
at sea level, the free-air correction is trivial and not
made. ("'orzel and Harrison, 1963). The observed gravity
value is corrected only for the effect of the Coriolis
force due to the vessel's motion on the rotating earth.
This Eotvos correction is determined by the equation:
6) fy = ZV27 5 5/fi/C CoSfi -f (S*/a</0.?)
where C is the true course made aood, the latitude and
S the east-west component of ship's motion. (Worzel and
Harrison, 1963). It is additive for an easterly course and
subtractive for a westerly one. Although the EStvos cor-
rection is mentioned in connection with gravity measurements
made at sea, this correction should be apDlied to meas-
urements made from any moving platform. There is also a
term in the Eotvos correction which accounts for motion in
a north-south direction, but this involves less than one
mi I I i ga I change in observed gravity for platform sDeeds of
less than 16 knots and has been omitted in Equation (1).
The value of qravity at sea-level for the latitude of the
observation is determined by the International Gravity
Formu la
:
f<a) g - frE (\+p ^///°y -t e std* aj>) cm/see*
where & is the value of qravity at any ooint of the surface
of the reference spheroid,^ (975. 0490) its value at the
equator, the latitude, and p (0.0052884) and 6 (-0.0000059)
are constants. (Heiskanen and Veninq Mei nesz , 1 958) . The sea
free-air qravity anomaly is the difference between the
qravity measurement and the value of qravity comouted from
equation (2). It is exoressed in milliqals (I mqa I = 0.001
cm/sec^)
.
Free-air anomalies result from a difference in the
distribution of masses on the real earth and the distri-
bution assumed for the reference spheroid. Small-scale
variations at sea are often closely related to the chanqe
in depth of water. These variations may have to be re-
moved before other features, beside the ocean bottom
toooqraohy, can be examined. A method for removinq the
effect of the lower density of sea water is to correct the
measured qravity for the density contrast between the
water and appropriate rock material. This correction is
added to the free-air anomaly and the resultinq anomaly is
the Bouquer anomaly. Accordinq to Worzel and Harrison
(I963), the qravity anomaly profile will show no correlation
with bottom tODoqraphy if the correct density is chosen,
o
and if there is no sub-bottom comoensat i on.
Veninq Meinesz (Heiskenan and Venina N'einesz, 1958)
examined several sea qravity stations at random and pointed
out that the Bouguer anomalies increased stronqly in a
positive sense with increasing depth. Averaqinq the depths
and anoma I i es at si x stations, he computed the Bouquer
anomaly which should exist for the averaqe depth if the
oceans were in complete isostatic equilibrium. The
difference between the compute^ and the averaqe anomaly
was ten milliqals which led him to conclude that isostatic
equi librium prevai Is at sea.
2. HISTORY OF GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS IN THE SOLOMOMS
Grover (l°66) has summarized the qravity surveys which
have been conducted in the Solomons, an^ this discussion
will not attemDt to do more than mention briefly what he
has said. Fiaure 1 shows the Solomon Islands with the
names of the major islands aooearinq.
P I anned Expeditions
The idea of a qravity survey of the island chain first
came up in IQ4Q, and a survey was later olanned for 1951.
Also, Wool lard of the University of Wisconsin World Gravity
Project scheduled a visit to the islands in 1 n51 to tic the
qravity of the airfields to the world qravity network;
however, neither his visit nor the survey took place.
Initial Surveys an H Prooosa I

















































gravity surveys in the reqion but Hi n no t provide any
information useful in the study of the Solomons. In 1960
Oil Search Limited of Australia conducted a gravity survey
of the Guadalcanal olains and made coastline and offshore
island observations. The Bouauer anomalies indicated that
the basin was divided into two parts by a gravi ty-hi oh
extending northward from a ridqe in the center of Guadalcanal
to the coast. What were believed to be the steepest gravity
aradients known in the world were discovered. Economic
accumulations of petroleum were not indicated, however,
and the comoany di H no further survey work. In 1 Q61 a
representative of the University of Wisconsin World Gravity
Project made qravity observations at all airfields in the
Solomon Islands. In October of that year, a orooosa I was
made by the GeoDhysical and Polar Research Center of the
University of Wisconsin to the National Science Foundation
for a qravity and magnetic survey of the Solomon Islands,
New Britain, New Guinea, and the Bismarck Islands.
Wool lard mentioned in the prooosa I that knowledqe of the
crusts I structure in this area was based on hyoothesis
In a seoarate paper, Wool lard et a I. (1 Q67) noted that as a
result of analysis of the orbital perturbations of the first
earth-orbiting artificial satellites, a marked bulge in the
geoi^ was discovered. This bulge, indicatinq excess aravity,
had a center corresDondi nq rouqhly with the Solomon Islands.
When electronic and optica! trackinq data of additional
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satellites was analyzed, it was proposed that the Solomon
Islands reciion was the area of the Earth having a maximum
anomalous mass. The cause of this mass effect could not
be determine^, "-'as it related to the core of the earth,
or was it the inteqrated effect of many small, near-surface
mass i nhomoqene i t i es of crusta I and uDDer mantle orqin?
The little information which was available seemed to in-
crease the interest in a detailed survey. The prooosal
was aooroved and a land survey of the Solomons beoan in
K'arch, 1 9^3 . About 2,000 gravity stations were occupied
from this date until January, 1964.
The HIV'S COOK was originally scheduled for the sea
gravity ohase of the regional study, but an uncharted
oinnacle prevented her from conducting the sea survey
olanned for 1964. On short notice, the USS WANDANK(ATA 204)
was ma H e available for the month of November, 1964, and was
used for two weeks in the region collecting data. The
HMS DAN'PIER was later made available for an October-December
1 965 survey.
CHAPTER II
THE WAN DANK CRUISE
This chapter was written to Dresent the shio and the
scientific oarty an<~! to discuss the eguioment used, the
significant events of the cruise, and to lay a foundation
for the remainder of the thesis.
I. THE WANDANK AMD THE SCIENTIFIC PARTY
The vVANDANK is an auxiliary ocean-aoinq tuq with a
displacement of 850 tons, a beam of 33 feet, an r! a length
of 143 feet. The main deck has a large working area aft,
but it is normally awash in other than extremely calm
conditions. There is limited working space on the weather
deck immediately above the main deck. The ship, being
diesel powered, has a long cruising ranqe; so, from this
standpoint, she was ideally suited to make the 1 300 mile
voyage from her homeoort in Guam, Mariana Islands, to the
So I omons
.
The scientific party aboard consisted of Rose and
Ichinose of the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and Maples
of the Naval Cceanographi c Office; Rose served as chief
scientist. The author was Commanding Officer of the WANDANK.
2. EQUIPMENT USED IN SURVEY
Grav i meter
A LaCoste-Romberg air-sea gravity meter, S2A, was made
available by the Office of Naval Research. A simple schematic
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of this qimbal susoen^ed instrument aopears in Fiqure 2.
The effects of vertical accelerations H ue to shiD motion
are fi Itered out by means of a low Dass fi Iter. In this
meter, horizontal accelerations are allowed to swing the
meter. " The sensitive axis, OA , of the meter is then
aligned in the direction of the vector sum of gravity and
the horizontal acceleration, and the meter measures this
vector sum." (LaCoste-Romberg, p. 5) This apoarent gravity
differs from actual gravity by the Browne Correction
where is the anqle between the vertical and the sensitive
axis. (LaCoste-Romberg). The horizontal acce I eromet ers
orovide a stabilized reference system in space to oermit
determination of this angle. An analoq comDuter calculates
the Browne Correction and subtracts it from the indication
of the Gravity Meter Unit. The sensitive element or beam
is hinged at and the other end is suooorted by a "zero
length spring", the tension being varied by means of the
measuring screw. By use of the spring, the behavior of the
beam is made independent of its position in the gravity
meter. The force exerted by the spring is proportional
to its length and is represented by a vector AB equal to
its length. When the gravity meter is in equilibrium
with gravity, the vector forces at B form a closed triangle.
AB represents the spring force; OB reoresents the force
exerted by the beam at B; an^ AC represents gravity. The
velocity of the beam is used to measure the difference
between gravity and the length of the vector OB, defined
as the soring tension, S.
where B is the beam position, K is a constant and t is time
(LaCoste-Romberg ) . If the vertical accelerations associated
with the movement of the platform are filtered out, the
eguation becomes:
(5) # = 3-K
where the bars denote filtering or averaging. At this time
the correction for horizontal accelerations is made by
subtraction from S, which results in the correction to
fr . The beam position an^ the average^ or filtered beam
position are recorded on the beam position recorder. The
beam is kept positioned near its center by adjustment of
the spring tension by use of a knob on the counter unit.
The knob is connected by synchros to the measuring screw.
The record of B is differentiated graphically in order to
obtain^ from eguation (5). Laboratory tests indicate an
accuracy of + one milligal for horizontal and vertical
accelerations less than thirty gals (30 cm/sec^) and an
accuracy of + two milligals for accelerations less than
fifty gals (LaCoste-Romberg).
Other Egui oment
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air-^ra oravitv meter (after LaCoste-Romberq
)
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proton-precession magnetometer was aboard for the cruise,
but it failed to function properly. A IVcKi ernan-Terry IVark
XV precision depth recorder was also made available. A
representative of the company flew to Guam in hopes of
observing its performance at sea, but the recorder was
misplaced in transit and did not arrive on Guam until after
the cruise had begun. Depths were determined by a UQN-1
fathometer. A portable diesel generator was placed on the
uppermost weather deck to provide electrical power for the
gravity meter, and a small air conditioner was used to
cool the space in which the gravimeter was located. The
gravity meter and air conditioner were placed inside a
temporary plywood "shack" constructed in the crew's
berthing compartment located on the first deck below the
main deck. The location is above and forward of the
metacenter of the ship.
3. CRUISE NARRATIVE
The WANDANK cruise was not intended to be a detailed
survey of the region; rather it was designed to establish
a series of reconnaissance gravity traverses around the
i s lands.
Discussion of the Track and Significant Events
On 3 1 October, |Q64, the WANDANK left Guam on the first
lea of the cruise. It was planned to ooerate the gravity
meter throughout the entire cruise, but sea conditions
prevented the measurement of gravity unti I the ship
18
aoproached New Ireland on the 5th of November. However,
a Ian- aravity measurement was ma H e at Truk, Caroline Islands,
during a brief stoo there on 2 November. The shi*D stopped
in Rabaul, New Britain, on the 6th where it refueled, and
land gravity measurements were made at the gravity station
at the airport an rl at the main wharf. The base gravity
value for the cruise was the Potsdam value of gravity at
the main wharf. This was transferred by lan^ gravity meter
from the international value at the airport. It was later
determined from closures at reoccupat i ons at Honiara,
Guadalcanal, Rabaul, and Guam that a negative drift occurred
during the cruise; and a 2.0 milligal correction was added
to the base value to account for this drift.
The ship left Rabaul on the 6th and began the survey of
the northern part of the Solomons chain about mMnight. Sea
conditions were ideal and remained so for about the next
week. The ship's surface search radar, however, became
inooerative shortly after the survey began; and this caused
some modification of the planned track. The exact date that
the radar failed is not now known, but the shin's log shows
that it was inoperative on the 12th (Quartermaster's Note-
book). There was no replacement part aboard, and the radar
remained inoperative throughout the remainder of the cruise.
On the night of the llth of November, the ship encountered
a swell running from the northeast which, striking the oort
beam of the shio, prevented data collection on a southeast
19
course. On the 12th, when the shio turned to the west to
survey the southern side of the Solomons chain, a modifica-
tion of the proposed track was made. In order to oass
throuqh a particular area in the time allotted and to measure
oravity whi le doinq it, the ship slowed to about 8 knots,
steamed in a southwesterly direction with the swell
f o I lowing and made gravity measurements for about one and
one-half hours. Then the ship increased sQeed to about II
knots and steamed in a westerly or northwesterly direction
for about one hour. No aravity measurements could be made
except when the shio was running with the swell. The above
procedure allowed the ship to make good the desired advance
and to collect gravity. On the 13th, when the ship was
within the lee of San Cristobal Island, she was able to
return to her proposed track. On the 15th, a stop was made
at Honiara, Quada I cana I, to allow Rose to confer with repre-
sentatives of the Department of Geological Surveys, British
Solomon Islands. It was originally planned to make this a
brief stop and then to make a roundtrip transit of The Slot.
Without the use of the radar, and because of the lack of
navagationa! aids, a transit of The Slot in other than day-
light conditions was ruled too dangerous, and this olan was
canceled. In Honiara, Rose learned that the area of Sealark
Channel and Lenao Channel might prove interesting from a
gravity standpoint; the ship remained in Honiara overnight
in order to transit this new area on the morning of the 16th.
20
The remainder of the cruise was carrie H out as d lanne ri. An
overniqht stOD was ma H e on the 20th of November in Rabaul
where the shio refueled an rl took on fresh Drovisions. The
return to Guam was a lono a different track as the ship passed
west of New Ireland rather than east. Sea con H itions did
not oermit measurements to be ma ! e on the return trio. The
shio arrive"' at Huam on the 26th of November. Fixture 3
shows the track made ooo ' by the ' ANHANK, an w Figure 4- shows
the lines of gravity data colleoto"1 .
Navi qati on and i ts Accuracy
Celestial navigation was emoloyed throughout most of
the cruise. Under the best conditions, a celestial line of
oosition can be considered accurate to within two miles on
either side of the line. Such accuracy considers errors in
altitude measurement only and does not allow for errors which
might be introduced through mistakes in timing, commutation
of the line of oosition, or in o lotting. Some lines of
oosition miaht be more accurate and others less, '"/hen severa
lines of oosition are plotted to obtain a fix, it should be
expected that some fixes miaht be in error by three or four
miles (Hill II, Utecaard, and Riordan, IQ5B). Piloting or
determinina one's oosition by visual observation of prominent
geooraohical features and/or aids to navigation was emoloyed
whenever oossible. This method is much more accurate than
celestial means, but the shio was seldom close enough to land





































































to allow the use of this method of navigation, and radar
navigation was not Dossible much of the cruise.
W e a t h e r
The shio collected synoptic weather data throuqhout
the cruise and submitted it to the Naval Weather Service,
Environmental Detachment, at the National Weather Records
Center. Unfortunately, this data was not retained; the Naval
Weather Service was able to furnish some reports from the
Solomons during the month of November, 1964, but only nine
synoptic reports could be considered as representative of
the weather experienced by the WANDANK.
Except for the swell conditions which disrupted gravity
measurements on the llth, 12th, and 13th of November, the
sea and swell seldom exceeded three feet. Visibility was
pood throughout the cruise; very few rain squalls were
encountered; and a win^ exceeding ten knots was rare.
4. REPORTED RESULTS OF ALL CRUISES
The HIVS DAIVPIER conducted a detailed survey of the
Solomon Islands during October, November and December of
IQ65. Sea gravity and maanetic measurements were made from
this modified frigate. In comparison with the '.'VANDANK, the
DAIVPIER is a large ship, displacing 2230 tons with a length
of 307 feet and a beam of 38.5 feet. In November and
December of 19^6, a team of scientists from the Hawaii
Institute of Geophysics conducted a seismic refraction
expedition in the Solomons.
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The results of the qravity an^1 maonetic studies made
in the Solomons have been reoorted (Rose, Wool lard, and
Malahoff, IP67). This reoort included a Dreliminary mao of
the bathymetry of the reqion, free-air and Bouguer qravity
anomaly charts, and a maqnetic anomaly chart. Preliminary
i nteroretat i ons of the qravity and maqnetic findings have
been made. The results of the seismic refraction exoedi-
tion, whi le considered in this report, were the subject of
a separate publication (Wool lard, e_t aj_. , IQ67).
5. PURPOSE OF REMAINDER OF THESIS
After readinq the above oaraqraqh concerninq the re-
porting of the results obtained from the various cruises
conducted by the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, one might
question why another paper was needed. Although the WANDANK
cruise was meant only as a reconnaissance cruise, much data
was obtained at no small expense. Aside from the bathymetric
data obtained and one section of gravity data (that collected
alonq the track perpendicular to Bouaa
i
nvi I I e ) , the only use
ma rl e of the WANDANK data was that mentioned by Grover. He
stated, "the usable results were sufficiently conclusive to
remove all objections to the provision of funds by the
National Science Foundation for further survey." (Grover,
]Q6f). This is not meant as a criticism of Rose and others
at the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics, as he in particular
was extremely helpful in makinq this paper possible. So much
data was available to them, that they used that which seemed
25
most accurate and which best fitter) their needs. It was
felt that another iook at the WANDANK data might be fruitful;
any obvious di screoanci es would be corrected and the data
would be available in best possible form for others to use.
A second Durpose of the paper and one related to the
first, was to explain why, in one particular region, gravity
anomalies obtained from WANDANK data and those obtained from
DAMPIER data differed by about 150 milligals.
26
CHAPTER III
RESULTS OF THE WANDANK CRUISE
Free-air an^l Bouguer anomalies for the area of the
Solomon Islands covered by the ;7ANDANK were examined.
Correlations of the anomalies with depth and latitude, an fi
trends with each other and depth were produced by use of
computer programs.
I. FREE-AIR, BOUGUER ANOMALY,
AND DEPTH CORRELATIONS
In order to show the anomalies and how they vary with
each other, and with depth, Figure 5 is presented. It
represents a Hollerith field printout of results of the
gravity data reduction program developed by Rose. This
particular section of the ship's track is from the Nth of
November. The columns at the top of the figure give the
values plotted; FAA is the free-air anomaly in milligals;
MNDBA is the Bouguer anomaly in milligals. The Bouguer
anomaly was determined by correcting the observed gravity
(corrected for ship's motion), using the density difference
between basalt an^ seawater in an eguation derived from
Vening Meinesz, (Heiskanen and Vening Meinesz, 1058) which
is basically:
(6) A*. - O.Of/itf ((> - I.OStf} 4
where d is the depth in meters and & is the mean bulk density
of the basalt column of depth d, p was determined by a linear
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i nteroo I at i on using a modified form of Moore's density vs.
depth curve (Moore, I965). Rose (1967) preferred a terminal
density other than the one described by Moore. Although the
results were not presented here, densities ranging from
2.30 g/crrr to 3.00 g/cm taken in steps of .05 g/cnrr were
also employed in the data reduction and Bouguer anomalies
determined for each density value. Depths in Figure 5 are
given in meters. D represents d epth, F the free-air anomaly,
and B the Bouguer anomaly. When neither the free-air nor
the Bouguer anomalies were determined, they were assigned
values of + 480 milligals. When only the Bouguer anomaly
was not determined (because deoth was not known), asterisks
appear in the MNDBA column and no value of B was plotted.
Zero depth means that no depth was obtained at that particu-
lar gravity station. The right hand section of the figure
shows that the free-air anomaly increased with decreasing
deoth while the Bouguer anomaly decreased under the same
conditions. This trend was not the only one observed in the
data. Figure 6 which presents data collected on the 1 8th
and 19th of November has trends which are in agreement with
Figure 5. The middle section of Figure 7, which also presents
data collected on the 19th as well as the 20th of November,
shows that both the free-air and Bouguer anomalies increased
with decreasing ^epth and decreased with increasing depth,
the free-air anomaly "'oing so much more markedly. In the
right hand section of Figure 7, the trends return to the
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pattern indicated in Figure 5. '"hat shouM the trends be?
Would it have been accurate to eliminate some of the data
for failure to follow standard trends? Figure 8 shows the
gravity anomaly orofiles across Seamount Jasper. The vari-
ations of the anomalies with depth is that of Figures 5 and
6. V/orze I an-' Harrison (1963) stated that the most rapid
variations of free-air anomaly are due to the changing effect
of bottom topoqraphy, and that small-scale variations in the
free-air anomaly are often closely related with changes in
the depth of the water. Figure 9 shows the same trend of
anomalies with depth as does Figure 8 for a different section
of the ocean. In the case of Figure 8, Worze I and Harrison
noted that 2.3 g/cm-5 is the correct density to use for rock
subst i tuted f ur sea water in determining the Bouguer anomaly,
because such a density produces a profile which shows no
correlation with bottom topograohy if there are no concealed
masses. In this case, the rock of density 2.3 g/crrP elimi-
nated the gravity effect of the seamount altogether. Figures
5 and 6 are examples where free-air anomaly and depth varied
as expected, and the density used for determining the Bouguer
anomaly was not the correct one to eliminate the effects of
the toooqraohy. In the center section of Figure 7, the
Bouguer anomaly was almost constant in the scale presented,
and it may be that the density used for the column of basalt
eli,!.inate H the tooographic effects. The anomaly trend may
also be due to the sub-crustal structure.
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Fig. 5 Free-air a nomajy ( F), Bouguer anomaly(B), and
depth ( D) on II Nov I 964.
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Fig. 6. Free-air anomaly(F), Bouguer anomaly(B), and
depth(D) on 18-19 Nov 1964.
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Fig. 7. Free-air a no m aly ( F ), Bouguer a nomol y ( B), and





















Fig. 8. Gravity-anomaly profiles across Seamount
Jasper. (After Harrison and Brisbin, 1959)
Fig. 9. Continental slope profile off Southern California.
(After Harrison, 1959)
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2. ANOMALIES CORRELATED SEPARATELY
WITH LATITUDE AND DEPTH
Figures 10 through |4 (pp. - ) were all constructed
by computer subroutines. The x's mark the data points and
the straight lines (on all but Figure 14) indicate a least
squares fit to the data. Depths were plotted in meters,
anomalies in milligals, latitude in degrees and tenths of
degrees. The scales of the plots were printed at the bottom
of the graphs. For example, in Figure 10, the x-scale was
2.00E + 00 units per inch or 2 degrees of latitude per inch
were plotted on the x-axis; the y-scale was I .OOE + 02 units
per inch or each inch represented 100 milligals. The grid
superimposed on the graph was one inch by one inch. It was
hoped that the plot of free-air anomaly vs. latitude shown
in Figure 10 would reveal some strong trend in the anomaly
with latitude. No such trend was present. Figure II shows
that there was some trend of the free-air anomaly with depth,
as was expected, with a decrease in the anomaly with in-
creasing depth. The type of correlation to be expected from
a plot of the Bouguer anomaly and latitude was not known.
Figure 12 shows that there was no trend of this anomaly with
latitude. It was expected that a trend did exist between the
Bouguer anomaly and depth, and this was shown in Figure 13.
No trends were evident nor expected in the plot of free-air
anomaly and the Bouguer anomaly shown in Figure |4.
No significant improvement in fit was obtained by using
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Dolynomials of hiqher degree than first. The computer
subroutine determined the standard deviation of the data to
serve as a goodness of fit parameter. Values of the goodness
of fit oarameter ranged from 105.17838 for Bouauer anomaly
and latitude to 62.255325 for free-air anomaly and depth
with the lower number indicating a better fit. Bouguer
anomaly and deoth had a value for the standard deviation of
62.47370Q, and the free-air anomaly and latitude value was
7^.975922. Second and third degree polynomials did imorove
the fit for Bouguer anomaly and latitude from 105 to 91; but





r iq. 10. Free-air anomaly (Y-axis) vs. south latitude




Fig. 11. Free-air anoma
I y (Y-axi s ) vs. deDth in meters




Fig. 12. Bouquer anoma I y (Y-axi s ) vs. south latitude




r ig. 13. Bouquer anoma I y (Y-axi s ) vs. r, eoth in rreters




Fig. 14. Free-air anoma I y (Y-ax i s ) vs. Bouguer anomaly
(X-axis) for Solomons regions, 1964.
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CHAPTER IV
AREA CF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WANDANK AND DAMPIER DATA
Data obtained by the DAMPIER and the WANDANK was not
in comDlete agreement. WANDANK data collected on the 9th,
10th, and llth of November resulted in anomalies which
exceeded those computed from DAMPIER data by twenty to
thirty milligals. Data from the WANDANK cruise during the
three days following resulted in anomalies which were con-
sidered to be about 150 milliqals too large. It was this
latter time period, 12 - |4 November, vh i ch was examined
more closely in an attempt to explain the data differences.
I. GEOGRAPHICAL AREA AND MAGNITUDE CF DIFFERENCES
The region where the greatest differences in data
existed is shown in Figure 15. In this area there were six
crossings of WANDANK and DAWPIER tracks and in sections
where crossings did not occur, the tracks were separated
by about 120 miles. The differences in anomalies in the
sections of crossings were from 12 to 1 68 milligals for the
free-air anomalies and from 22 to 132 milligals for the
Bouguer anoma lies.
2. POSSIBLE SOURCES OF ERROR IN WANDANK DATA
In order to determine the cause of such differences, it
was assumed that the WANDANK data was in error; and an
attempt was made to find where errors did or could exist
and to correct, if possible, any errors found.
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Mav i oat i ona I Error
Navigation at sea, particularly by celestial means*
is not as accurate as desired. The accuracy of such fixes
was discussed in ChaDter II. As an examole of the effect
that navigation can have on gravity anomalies, at a latitude
of thirty degrees, a one mi le error in oosition yields a
one milligal error in an anomaly (Anderson, 1962). The
entire track of the WANDANK was not rep lotted, because not
all information required to do so was available; but the
positions of each gravity station as given in the computer
program were compared with those plotted on the corrected
original navigational charts. Some positions were found to
differ by as much as five miles. This comparison was made
not only in the area under close scrutiny, but along the
entire track. The original track had been corrected at some
time after the cruise (all tracks shown are corrected), and
it appeared that most of the differences existed because the
computer positions were recorded before the track modifica-
tions were made. In one instance, the position as used by
the computer was in error by one degree of latitude; this
was most likely due to a recording error.
In this area of great anomaly differences, the WANDANK
was forced to follow a modified track because of sea con-
ditions. An examination of the chart used for plotting the
ship*s position as determined by celestiol means revealed
that the ship was constantly being set to the south. This
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was to be exoected as a resuit of the swell running from
the northeast. It did not apoear that the ship's navigator
made a complete track adjustment for this set, but merely
plotted each celestial position and orojected the ship's
travel ahead from this oosition without anticipating any
future set. No track adjustment was made based on this
conjecture, however. Substantiating this belief was the
fact that at one crossing of its own track by WANDANK in
this area, successive depth measurements were not in agree-
ment.
Eotvos Correct! on
Eguation (l) served as the basis for making the Eotvos
correction to the observed gravity. This was recognized as
possibly the greatest source of error because of the effect
of ship's speed, and the manner in which the east-west com-
ponent of speed as determined by Rose (personal communication)
was examined. Instead of calculating this component at each
gravity station from ship's heading and speed, it was "oicked"
from the chart directly. An examination of eguation (I)
revealed that at the eguator, with the ship on an easterly
or westerly heading, a one knot error in SDeed would result
in an error in anomalies of about 7.5 milligals. At the
suggestion of Rose, this east-west comoonent was determined
in a different manner. A separate computer program was
written to comoute the east-west soeeri comoonent at each
station by the solution of the eguation:
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(7) SEW = S S"S<X
where Sr- P , is the east-west component of sDeed, S the ship's
soee H
,
and <?< the shio's heading. This was first H one only
for the area in which the greatest differences occurred,
but this oroce^ure was later followed for all gravity stations.
In the area under discussion, the difference between the two
methods of determining this component ranged from the
triangular method being 1.7 knots greater to 2.5 knots less
than the "pick" method. The majority of differences were
+ .1 to .3 knots.
When the new east-west components of speed and the corrected
navigational positions were added to the main gravity program,
the free-air anomalies at fifteen gravity stations changed
by three to twelve milligals with the average change
being an increase of seven milligals. Two stations had more
negative free-air anomalies by 63 an H 83 milligals; twelve
stations had less neqative anomalies by fifteen to
twenty milligals with the average chanqe being about seven-
teen mi Mica Is. The remainder of the 104 gravity stations
in this reaion showed no change or a change of one mi I I i ga I .
Of the two biggest changes, one was due to both navigational
ft ti
and Eotvos correction changes, and the other was due to a
n tt
change in the Eotvos correction alone. The remainder of the
anomalies that changed aoDreciably had only slight navi-
ciational changes; most of the change was ^ue to changes in
the Eotvos correction. Table I shows some of the chanqes
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which resulted.
The Appendix gives the results of the data reduction
for the entire Solomons reqior,with those anomalies and
navigational positions found to be in error, corrected.
Bathymetry
Erroneous bathymetry will not produce errors in the
free-air anomaly, but it could introduce errors in the
Bouguer anomaly as seen in equation (f) where d represents
deoth. There was one "/AN'DANK track crossinq where the
bathymetry on successive crossinqs did not aqree (see
oaqe 44). When steaminq in a westerly direction on the
13th of November, the shio measured a depth of 595^ meters
at 0730 and a deotn of 5377 meters at 074S; the ship oassed
throuqh the "cross ina oosition" at 073 3 in the morninq. When
oassinq throuqh the same oosition at 1600 of the same day,
a deoth of 4400 meters was observed. This fact, aionq with
the southerly set durinq the period of 12-14 November,
stronqiy indicated the need for some track adjustment in
this area. Tne bathymetry information obtained by the
WAN DANK was found to be in qeneral aqreement with all the
bathymetry of the area which had been ma^e available to the
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics (oersona I communication with
Rose). No gravity reach' rvcjs were obtained at either time
of crossino on the 13th, so no conclusions were drawn about
the accuracy of the point of crossinq.
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TABLE I
ANOMALIES BEFORE AND AFTER HEW EOTVOS CORRECTION
AND NAVIGATIONAL MODIFICATIONS MADE






Old New New-Old Old New New-OI
d
10-56.2S ' 64-11 .8E -66 -69 -3 207 295 -2
10-56.9S ' I 64- o.QE -60 -56 4 313 317 4
10-58. 9S ' I 64- 3.7E -59 -55 4 336 340 4
11- O.QS • I 64- 7.5E -50 -47 3 362 365 3
11- 3. OS f64- 6.3E -41 -37 4 372 375 3
11- 4.7S •I 64- 5.1
E
-36 -33 3 357 360 3
11- 5.3S " I 63-59.1 -54 -55 -1 341 341
11- 3.9S 'I63-53.1E -63 -52 11 361 373 12
11- 5.7S • I 63-50. 9E -58 -46 12 367 378 11
11- 7.7S ' I 63-43. 7E -54 -43 11 372 384 12
11- °.2S • I 63-47. 2E -41 -30 11 353 370 12
11-10. 3S ' I 63-45. OE -36 -24 12 336 348 12
11-20.8S I 62-52. 7E -148 -141 7 362 369 7
11-22. 2S 162-51 .3E -115 -108 7 365 371 f
10-48.5S •161-17. 5E -16 -84 -68 336 263 -68
11-20. 3S "161-14. 2E -15 2 17 337 355 18
11-18. 6S 161-11 ,7E -15 2 17 326 344 18
11-17. 7S •161-10. 1E -16 1 17 325 343 18
11-16.3S 161- 8.5E -1 9 -1 18 287 305 18
11-15.9S •|61- 6.9E -17 17 302 320 18
11-15. OS •161- 5.2E -15 2 17 304 322 18
11-13. 3S '161-1 ,1E -16 1 17 307 325 18
11
-12.4S I 60-58. 5E -23 -5 18 290 309 19
11-11 .5S I 60-56. OE -19 -1 18 303 321 18
11-10. 6S I 60-53. 7E -1Q -31 -12 299 237 -12
11- 9.8S [60-51 .4E -17 -29 -12 2O0 278 -12
11- 8.9S I 60-49. 1E -18 -31 -13 295 283 -12
11- 3. OS I 60-46 . BE -37 -120 -83 268 184 -84
11- 6. OS I 60-47. QE -26 -25 1 243 245 2
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Vertical Acce I e r a t i ons
Vertical accelerations of the measuring olatform in
excess of + 50 qals, have been found to cause erroneous
gravity readings. In this area, because of weather, the
ship was forced to alter its proposed track in order to
obtain gravity readings. Prior to l°65, when the stabilized
platform was introduced by LaCoste and Romberg, their gravity
meters were desianed and adjusted to operate at horizontal
and vertical accelerations of only + 50 gals. According to
LaCoste (l Q6'7), the horizontal acceleration limit of + 50
gals was made in or r| er to retain a H equate accuracy in the
analog computer for the Browne correction; it was not ex-
pected that the vertical accelerations would greatly exceed
the horizontal accelerations. The meters could withstand
vertical accelerations greater than this limit, but their
linearity was not sufficiently well adjusted to make the
errors small at accelerations greater than the + ^0 gals
limit. Data was collected at such excess accelerations, and
it is now possible to compute corrections to such data. In
tests by Allan et a_[. (1962) on a 3000 ton ship, the LaCoste
and Romberg meter S° gave errors of about + two milligals
in calm seas and ten to twenty-five milligals when the ship
headed into a moderate sea. The errors of + two milligals
were not surprising. Dehlinger and Yungul (1962) reported
errors as high as forty-nine milligals using the same meter
on a 250 ton ship. Dehlinger worked out an empirical
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correction base^' on horizontal acceleration that reduced
vertical acceleration errors to about + ten milligals.
Harrison an^f LaCoste (1968) determined that large vertical
accelerations accounted for most of the errors in the
LaCoste and Rombera meters. Harrison, by applying cor-
rections that he ha^1 obtained from a 1963 test with meter
S9, reduced errors in data obtained from an exoerimental
LaCoste and Rombera stabilized platform gravity
meter in 1964 from a mean error of 8.4 milligals and rms
errors that ranged from five to twenty milligals to a mean
error of I.I milligals and rms error of J>.£ milligals.
LaCoste made similiar corrections to data from another meter
with improvement; these corrections can be applied to other
data usina information available from LaCoste and pertainino
to the meter which collected the data.
Rose (1967) applied vertical acceleration error cor-
rections to the data obtained usina the S Q on the DAMPIER.
He noted that the corrections were generally less than +
twenty milligals with some corrections of + fifty milligals
and an occasional correction in excess of + 100 milligals.
Vertical acceleration error corrections have not been ma^e
to the WANDANK Hata. It was planned to determine some of
these corrections for the WANDANK data in hopes of finding
some of the 1 50 milligal difference. This was not done, but
an examination of the records in this area did not indicate
that large vertical accelerations were present. The vertica
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acceleration error, nevertheless, can be determined from:
(8) Ag ^«(&C -K) LA?1*
(9) K = < tVxl/T
where A^ i s the vertical error in milliqals; a is a constant
for the meter in question as are R
,
and K; T is the period
of beam motion in seconds; B
x
is the division of beam motion
where 100 divjsions is maximum motion; A
v
is the vertical
acceleration in qals and R is the averaqe position of the
beam (corresoono nee with LaCoste).
3. CORRELATION OF WANDANK ANOMALIES
WITH DEPTH AND LATITUDE
Fiqures \f throuqh 19 are identical in format with
Figures 10 throuqh 13 (pp.36 - 39). The dotted line repre-
sents the least squares fit to the overall data. The qap
that appears in Fiqures 16 and |8 for anomalies between 10
and II deqrees exists because of the discontinuous collection
of data in this area due to the weather. The least squares
fit of Fiqure \6 shows a trend of decreasinq free-air anomaly
with increasina latitude. The scatter in this fiqure is not
as qreat as that of Fiqure 10 (p. 36) which shows the corre-
lation for the overall data. The linear trend of decreasinq
free-air anomaly with increasinq depth is very evident in
Fiqure 17; the trend is much more pronounced than that shown
in Fiqure I! (p. 37). A very marked increase in Bouquer anomaly
with increasinq latitude is shown in Fiqure 18. The random
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scatter of Figure 12 (o. 38) is not present in this presen-
tation. Fiqure 1° shows a stronger linear trend of increasing
Bouguer anomaly with increasing depth than does Figure 13
(d. 39).
The values for the goodness of fit parameter (the standard
deviation) in this area where large differences exist between
1964 and |Q^5 data were determined and compared with those
obtained for the overall 1964 data. There were 104 gravity
stations established in this area representing about 18 oer
cent of all the d a ta collected by 'A'ANDAMK. The goodness of
fit was much better for this region than for the overall data.
For the overall data, the values ranged from 105.2 to 62.2,
In this area, the range was from 43.5 to 34.0. Table II shows
the values for the overall area and for this particular area.
TABLE II
GOODNESS Cf FIT PARAMETER COMPARISON
I Area of Differencesi ..
Free-air A noma I
y
vs. Latitude 74,97592 45.4|0||




"vs. Latitude 105.J783S 48*47650
vs. Depth 62.47371 34.17099
Figures 20 and 21 (op. 57-53) show the Hollerith field
printout for part of this difference area. In general, the
Bouguer anomaly decreased with decreasing depth and the free-
air anomaly became less negative and even positive with this
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depth change. The data plotted in Fiaure 21 beyond 1200
on the |4th was outside the region under consideration, but
prior to 1200, the data presented showed these trends better
than did that of Figure 20. The trends displayed are the
same as those of Figures 5 and 6 (pp.30 -31 ) which presented
data representative of the entire cruise. They do differ
from the trends of Figure 7 (o.32) which showed a nearly
constant value for the Bouguer anomaly when depth was in-
creasing as well as decreasing.
4. CROSSINGS OF WANDANK AND DAMPIER TRACKS
The Hawaii Institute of Geophysics investigators felt
that the WANDANK data in this area produced anomalies which
were too large by about 150 milligals. Figure 22, which
shows the only section in which DAMPIER and WANDANK tracks
came within thirty mi les of each other in this area, shows
one reason for reaching this conclusion. At each data point
shown in the figure, the negative number represents the free-
air anomaly, and the positive number represents the Bouguer
anomaly. In the section to the northeast, data points within
one and one-half mi les of each other show a difference of
twelve milligals in the free-air anomaly and thirty-one
milligals in the Bouguer anomaly. The next data points
plotted for each shiD are three and one-half miles apart and
show a difference of seventy-three milligals in the free-air
anomaly and twenty-two milligals in the Bouguer anomaly.























Fiq. 16. Free-air anoma
I y (Y-ax i s ) vs. south I at i tu^e (X-axi s
)




Fiq. 17. Free-air anoma I y (Y-axi s ) vs. ^eoth fn meters (X-axi s
)
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Fig. 18. Bouguer anoma I y (Y-axi s ) vs. south lat i tiHe (X-ax i s )
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Fiq. 10. Bouquer anoma I y (Y-ax i s ) vs. depth in meters (X-axi s
)
for area of differences in Solomons, 1Q64)
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Fig. 20. Free-air anomaly(F), Bouguer anomaly(B), and
depth ( D) on 13- 14 Nov I 964,
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Fig. 21. Free-air anomoly(F), Bouguer anomaly(B), and
depth(D) on 14-15 Nov 1964.
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to the west where within three mi les of each other, data ooints
reveal the WANDANK free-air anomaly to be hiqh by fifty-three
milligals and the Bouguer a noma ly to be 1 32 milliaals hiaher
than the DAMPIER anomaly. Unfortunately, Bouguer anomalies
were not available for ^ata points closer together, but the
free-air anomalies for DAMPIER much closer than three and
one-half miles of WANDANK show that WANDANK anomalies were
high by 120, (43, |48, and ! 68 milligals. The anomaly values
shown for WANDANK are those obtained before changes were ma^e
in navigational position and Eotvos correction. The new
values for the data points discussed above differ from those
plotted by at most three milligals.
5. CORRELATION OF DAPPIER ANOMALIES
WITH DEPTH AND LATITUDE
For comparison, a least squares fit to the gravity
anomalies and latitude and depth was determined for the fifty-
seven DAIVPIER data ooints in this area for which both
anomalies and depth were available. Table III shows the
standard deviations for a linear fit to the anomalies obtained
in this area by WANDANK and DAMPIER. The large differences
in the standard deviation for the anomalies of the two
ships in this area may be directly related to the fact that
104 data points were available for WANDANK and only 57
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It was hoped that an examination of the qravity
anomalies resulting from H ata collected by the WANDANK would
either reveal a source or sources of error in the data or
show conclusively that no errors existed. It did neither.
A change in procedure for calculating the east-west com-
ponent of speed for use in the Eotvos correction, and the
correction of navigalional Dositions of the gravity stations
as they appeared in the gravity data reduction computer
orogram produced some marked changes in the anomalies, but
not in the area where these anomalies appeared to be high
by about 150 milligals. The exact positions of each gravity
station in this area of differences are in doubt because of
the uncertainty of how the problem of the set of the ship
was incorporated in the final navigational track constructed,
and because of differences in measured depth when the WANDANK
crossed its own track in this area. Although the guestion
of what magnitude of error could be attributed to vertical
accelerations has not been guanti tat i ve
I
y answered, it does
appear that they are not the main source of the differences.
Bathymetry was eliminated as a source of large error as this
is in general aareement with other data collected in the area
Cone I us i on
s
After considering the possible errors in WANDANK*
s
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navigation, the sea conditions under which the shio was
collecting data, an H the experience qained on the "VANDANK
cruise that was available when collecting data aboard the
DAIVPIER, it was agreed that the most susoect anomalies
were those resultinq from WANDANK data. The exact cause
of the anomaly differences was not found.
Several approaches are left which might lead to some
improvement in the anomalies. After a detailed bathymetry
chart of the area has been published, it might be possible
to adjust the V/ANDANK track and recompute the anomalies.
Such an approach must consider the fact that much of the
data used in producing such a chart will be that collected
by VVANDANK. Coup led with a guantitative examination of the
gravity meter records with respect to vertical accelerations,
this should produce some imorovement in the WAN DANK anomalies.
Another survey in this area would certainly be justified
to settle the guestion of anomaly differences.
The remainder of the WANDANK data has been corrected.
It is in general agreement with DAIVPIER data, exceot for two
relatively small areas where a twenty-five to thirty milligal
difference exists, and can be used with some confidence as
to its accuracy. In the area south of San Cristobal Island,
the procedure used by Rose of subtracting 150 milligals
from the WANDANK anomalies is recommended until resurvey of
this area is accomplished.
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